INSTRUCTIONS
For Using
SINGER** UNIVERSAL
NEEDLE THREADER 121632

To Thread Sewing Machine Needles

Hold the threader horizontally in line with eye in needle. Straddle needle with jaws of hook guard, press lightly, then move the threader up or down until the threader hook slips into the eye and gently push the hook through the needle as far as it will go.

Slightly raise the threader, pass the thread to the rear of the threader hook and bring it forward, under and up into the hook as shown in Fig. 1.

Hold the threader in a horizontal position, lift slightly, and pull the hook with the thread through the eye of the needle.

To Thread Hand Sewing Needles

Hold the threader up-side-down with the hook at the top, as shown in Fig. 2. Straddle the needle with the jaws of the hook guard and push the threader hook through the eye of the needle as far as it will go.

Form a loop with the thread, as shown in Fig. 2. Place the loop over the threader hook and draw the thread downwardly, into the hook, then hold the needle and pull the hook with the thread through the eye of the needle.

To Remove and Replace the Threader Hook

Take out the screw (B) and remove the old threader hook. Slide the hooked end of the new threader hook under the hook guide (A) and fasten the threader hook securely in position by means of the screw (B).

Extra Hooks may be purchased at any Singer Shop
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